
Cryptario: 1st Global Crypto Online Summit
expects 25,000 attendees

Cryptario Co-Founder

International experts explain the
opportunities and risks of Bitcoin,
Blockchain and Co

VIENNA, AUSTRIA, January 30, 2018
/EINPresswire.com/ -- The hype
surrounding digital cryptocurrencies, its
underlying blockchain technology,
investment strategies and ICOs seems to
be never ending. However, this topic
raises many questions and remains an
abstract concept for most people.
Cryptario aims to educate the masses
about the opportunities and risks
associated with buying, applying and
investing in cryptocurrencies and making
the complex matter accessible and
tangible for everyone. 20 world-renowned
experts at the Cryptario Online
Conference (February 10-16th) will pass
on their insider knowledge to all who are
eager to understand this new
technology’s many benefits and also to apply them in their daily lives.

Learn in 7 days how Bitcoins, Altcoins, Blockchain and ICOs work

Cryptocurrencies and ICOs
are now experiencing an
incredible boom. It is our
vision to reduce the
complexity of the subject and
make this dynamic
development understandable
for everyone,”

Florian Kandler, Co-Founder
of Cryptario.

What exactly are Bitcoins, Altcoins and what are the
differences between each currency? How does the blockchain
technology work? From which amount on does it still make
sense to invest in Bitcoins? What is an ICO and can it really
finance a company? How does the tax system work for
cryptocurrencies?

During the Cryptario Online Summit these questions and
many more will be answered by the international crypto
scene’s top experts. In just 7 days, the summit participants
will learn how Bitcoins, other digital cryptocurrencies and the
underlying blockchain technology work and how it is best
possible to invest in them. Additionally, the experts explain
how to use an Initial Coin Offering (ICO) to raise funds for a

startup or company and how everyone can participate in an ICO.

http://www.einpresswire.com


In personal interviews with Cryptario’s host Dr. Florian Kandler, world-renowned experts not only
reveal insider tips and tricks on the subject, but also give an outlook on the great financial potential of
digital means of payment in the form of cryptocurrencies and their future development. Participants in
the Cryptario Online Summit have the opportunity to experience valuable specialist knowledge on
cryptocurrencies combined with hands-on tips on how to apply it in the real world – from the comfort
of their own homes.

Among the Summit speakers you will find these experts (and many more):

Stephen DeMeulenaere (CAN),has been developing and helping to implement alternative currencies
in various regions of the world for more than 25 years. In his talk he explains why crypto-currencies in
particular have helped the development of "alternative currencies" and what the risks of current
cryptocurrencies are.

David Siegel (US/UK/CH) has successfully raised over 20 million with an ICO himself. He is the
author of an insider report widely used in the scene, the "ICO Handbook". He also speaks on
conferences worldwide and reveals the difference between good and bad ICOs. Thus, it highlights the
opportunities and risks of ICOs - both for investors and for startups.

Oliver Völkel (AT) is a specialized lawyer for ICOs in German-speaking countries and has
accompanied all top ICOs in Austria. He and his law firm are the reason why Austria is already being
discussed as a "good country" for ICOs. In his interview with Cryptario he explains possible tax and
regulatory traps and their potentials.

Philipp Giese (GER) is chief analyst for cryptocurrencies at BTC-Echo, the major German Crypto
News platform. He gives insights into how to analyze cryptocurrency prices, charts and how to
interpret the current sharp decline in the bitcoin price.

Other interview guests include: bestselling author, TV star and ICO veteran Marco Robinson (UK),
legal expert and insider on the prevention of crypto-fraud Dimitrios Vourakis (UAE), the professional
ICO investor and insider Henok "Hen" Tekle (USA), government adviser and legal expert Artem Afian
(UA), and 12 other experts from around the world.

The virtual conference provides an ideal opportunity for anyone to immediately jump into the subject
of cryptocurrencies and use the acquired knowledge to gain the information advantage crucial for this
technology’s successful use. 
Even for people who already have knowledge on the subject, the Cryptario online conference offers
considerable added value. Top experts from the crypto world are sharing their insider knowledge
exclusively for conference participants and will also give insight to their personal expert opinion on the
subject of stock price development, future trends and investment opportunities.

The Cryptario Online Conference will take place from February 10 to 16, 2018 as a 7-day online event
and currently anticipates more than 25,000 participants. Currently, there is a possibility to register for
a free ticket (regular ticket price: 197 Euros). With the free ticket, the expert interviews are available
for 24 hours. For those who want to deepen their knowledge of cryptocurrencies with unlimited
access to expert interviews including bonus material, there is also an extensive conference package
available.

Tickets available on the Website

About Cryptario
Cryptario was founded in early 2018 by the 3-time-founder and renowned startup mentor Dr. Florian

https://www.linkedin.com/in/stephendemeulenaere/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/siegelventures/
http://www.cryptario.com


Kandler and the online entrepreneur Michael Schnepf. Cryptario sees itself as a global initiative to
educate the broad masses on the opportunities and risks associated with using, buying and investing
in digital cryptocurrencies. Cryptario’s mission is to make the complex matter around cryptocurrencies
and its underlying blockchain technology understandable and accessible to as many people as
possible. Thus, anyone is able to take advantage of the benefits of this new technology in daily life
and can also invest in it.

Dr. Florian Kandler, Co-Founder
Cryptario.com
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